Madison Forsey Revisions and Citations

(0:00)opens on desktop multiple programs on screen 

Ok so when we were first given this assignment I cannot lie I was a little perplexed and confused. I saw so much overlap between this and the first project and I didn't really know how I was going to be able to differentiate between the two. However after going over my two videos and looking over the video we watched in class about citations and fair use I quickly realize that in this assignment I would be able to go in depth into why I chose each video and give real credit where credit is due to the original artist. Which is something I don't think I did very well in the original first walk through video. 

(0:40) pulls up video editing software

So with that being said, starting off with just the edits that I made in my video really I didn't make any large changes besides like moving around some text boxes so that transitions where a little more smooth. I changed the font size, timing out of my fade in fade out because that's mainly the transition that I used through most of my piece. Also changing some of my layering to my videos so that way it was a little more pleasing to the viewer so there wasn't as much going on they could focus more on the words and what was actually being said. And also getting my music to fade and end as the video ended so I had to kinda do some timing there and chop a few pieces to get what I wanted but overall I think I'm super happy with my end product. 

(1:37) closes software and opens a youtube video titled Dream-Motivational Video

Ok so now to go through and explore some of the video elements and how why I chose each video. So we can 

(1:49) opens video titled NASA video : Earth from space real footage - Video From the International Space Station ISS video of the earth from space. A link to the video appears on screen

Start off with my video of the earth turning. I searched space live feed and this is the first video that popped up. I would say this one is a little different since the feed is live but I thought that was kinda important. I used this video to not, Im sorry, not only because of the interstellar  influences which I talked about a lot in my last walk through video. But Also because I thought the poem had this undertone that life is cyclical. 

(2:18) link flies upward of screen

And no matter what happens life will go on and that we rage against the dying light in hard times and that we should push forward no matter what. Kind of what kind of adversity we are facing that the earth just never stops turning. So going off the line

(2:36) youtube video titled Burning Candle Meditation video of a lit flickering candle 
 about the dying light

(2:37) back to video of earth

(2:40) back to candle video this time with the link on the screen

We have this candle video that is used to symbolize the burning light within us and but also the dying light that Thomas recefences. I wanted a single candle because think that it more indicative of what thomas was trying to say so that’s why I ultimately chose this video. 

(2:59) opens video titled 85 year old best friends, this will make your day shows two old best friends being interviewed

Next we have the old men that were laughing and talking together.

(3:03) link to video appears 

This video is originally ripped from a new segment but as I was watching it I kind of fell in love with their humor and look on life. They were so matter of fact about everything in their interview especially with this reporter who is much, much younger than they are. And thought it really embodied Thomas's word in the second stanza when he talks about how they know they are going to die soon. Which is kind of morbid but they aren't quite done living yet. And it really is a cute video and I highly recommend going to watch it, it makes you feel a little bit better.

(3:40) opens video titled Kanye West - Runaway (extended Video Version) ft. Pusha T shows Kanye West's music video for the song Runaway 

So when i was reading the poem Thomas's words in the third stanza were danced in a green bay. I immediately latched on to that phrase 

(3:50) link to video appears on screen

because I had seen this video previously and I thought it would perfectly embody this line. I wish I could say I went for deeper meaning in this but I was more inspired than the literal words on the page than looking at a deeper meaning behind it and also I just think it's a really cool video. Personally I love dance and I have danced all my life and I think that these dancers are really beautiful and I just really wanted to use this clip of them dancing. 

(4:22)  Video of man base jumping appears on screen along with a link to the video. 

So the next stanza that we have talks about wild men who have caught and sang, who caught the sun in their flight and immediately I thought of a vine I had seen of people base jumping in Greece So I stalked Youtube for a while and found it. And I think this video really emulates this sense of adventure that so many people have when they are young. But they lose so quickly before they ever know that it’s gone. And that's mainly what I thought that Thomas was getting at in that stanza 

(4:55) back to the first dream video with link 

Ok rolling right through hear in the next stanza it spoke about great men when I read that I thought about some kind of motivational montage and I think this clip in particular showcases what Thomas was trying to say with the emotional interfaces . They look almost regretfully because they know what they accomplished can't save them from ultimately death but each one of them had done something great of accomplished something that allowed them to finally see clearly. And lastly 

(5:33) opens video titled Kanye West - Only One ft. Paul McCartney 

We go back to Kanye West I don't really know why there's two Kanye West clips in my video its not like I love Kanye but they

(5:44) link appears on screen

 both fit into my piece so I just ran with it. I chose this video because of the fact it talked about a father and unwillingness to let that father go. Which is how little kids act a lot of the time they aren't really willing to leave their parents. In Thomas's last stanza has a little more fierce regretful tone but I think that I already emulated in the music at that point. So I wanted to kinda juxtapose it with the softer image of this little girl and I also made the frame so that it was glowing a little to reinforce that soft image. And I think by doing this I hopefully caught the softer side of the viewers and their connection to their loved ones and ended it on a note of yes, fight for everything, rage against the dying light never allow yourself to settle for anything less. But you should also know when to let go and that's a really important part of life.

(6:39) pulls up her epoem video. Shot of the candle text of the poem appears on the screen “Do not go gentle into that good night.”

(6:42) and advertisement pops up on her video and she closes it. 

Overall I think the strategy of how to cite sources is kinda crammed down our throats from a very young age. Purely because teachers didn't want us to plagiarize and didn't want us to steal from someone else's work, because all work needs to be original. But in reality that’s part of the beauty of the creative process. Is building off of other people's work. This assignment has allowed us to kind of explain the fact of no, we're not stealing because we aren't thinking of anything better, we saw this video or heard this piece of music and saw something beautiful in it either aesthetically or maybe there was a deeper meaning behind it and decided that be the perfect piece to help convey our own creative message to the audience and that is something that a work cited or a reference page really misses out one is the creative and constantly changing individual thought process that went behind each aspect of these epoems and our choice of video music to include in our creations.  



